Text Her To Bed

A Complete man’s guide to sleeping with hot women
using simple text messages
When you are looking to capture the eye or perhaps heart of a girl, or
looking into how to seduce a girl over text. First of all you have to have
a connection with her, if there is no connection she will rarely respond
to any sexual talk; only the odd one every now and then will follow
through.
Now, before you continue reading you need to know this: Sexual
escalation through text messages and phone calls is slower than in
person and that’s why I always advise to try to set dates with the
woman.

With that said
You must take your time, be patient and the results will come.
When it comes to women, timing is everything. You don’t want to be
texting her when she’s busy or having a fun time with friends. Evening
are usually the best times to have the back and forth messages.
I understand most guys have absolutely no clue what to text girls.
They use the same old lines and predictable questions that every other
sad and pathetic guy uses.
But it’s not their fault, they just haven’t taken the time to see what
really works in the real world… so instead follow a pattern the
inevitably leads the girls to being bored and not willing to meet with
you.
One of the most effective ways to flirt with women and create sexual
tension when texting girls is to use misinterpretation. The idea here is
to assume the girl you’re texting is attracted to you and is actively
hitting on you. Flipping the script like this and assuming the girl is
chasing you and thinking dirty thoughts about you allows you to turn
the conversation with the woman sexual in a fun and playful way.
Here is an example on how to text girls using misinterpretation:
Her: okay you are seriously the sweetest. Can I keep you?
Response: Like in a cage? Probably not… in handcuffs for a
night…maybe
It takes about 5 to 9 days to text her into your bed. However you must
know that every girl is different and these are just some indications
based on experience.

You don’t want to make the mistake most men make texting, thinking
they can continue on the emotional stage you were with the girl when
talking in person.
It doesn’t work that way. You her to take her through different phases
every time you open a chat with her to eventually get what you want.
Here are the various stages you must take her through;
1.
2.
3.
4.

Opening
Warming her up
Sexting (creating sexual tension)
Close: set a date

What Not To Text A Girl
If you say the wrong thing to a girl in a text message, she’ll usually
respond with the following stock messages (if she responds at all):
 “Hey, I’m not actually looking for anything serious right now, so just
wanted to let you know :) x”
 “Listen, it was nice meeting you but I’m currently seeing someone
right now”
 “I’m really busy with work and stuff at the minute so can’t really get
into anything with a guy”
So now we have the stock messages out of the way, here’s what you
shouldn’t be sending her…





“Hey cutie… Wow, hard day in the office. How’s things with you?”
“Hi Sarah, was nice meeting you today. Are you around this evening
for a drink?”
“Hey, really enjoyed talking to you last night. Want to meet up this
weekend?”



“Hi, was just thinking about you… are you cool?”

See how boring these messages are? It’s like you’re texting your sister,
there’s no sexual vibe or cheekiness going on. So she’s not going to
want to text you back.
How To Tell If She’s Not Interested
For some annoying reason, men are STUPID at reading signs when it
comes to women. Both in person and over text messages.
Here’s how to tell if the girl is not into you, which leaves you with two
options… 1) you can leave it and go to the next girl or 2) you can use
the formula below to re-ignite a fire under her ass!
1. She responds with 1 liners like “Yeah thanks…”,”cool…”
2. She doesn’t text you first
3. She takes quite a while to respond, to every single text
4. She doesn’t respond at all! (OBVIOUS ONE HERE BRO!)
Ok, so you know what not to say and you also know how to tell if she’s
not into you… now I want to show you the secret sauce. The formula I
use to get girls turned on and begging me to meet them incredibly fast,
all from the first text.
Are you ready?
Cool. Let’s get stuck in then.

Open With A Funny Intriguing Message To Hook Her
You need to grab her attention, make her smile or laugh and make her
want to text you back. The funny openers should always be the first

text to send a girl. So you could say something like “How’s my favourite
little brat doing today?”.
The aim of this text is to make her smile/laugh as soon as she reads the
text, putting her in a good mood and associating that feeling to you.
Here are more funny openers;












“So I thought I just saw you, and went up to say hi, but it turned out
it was this mexican girl”
“Knock knock…”
“Hey princess, I Just came back from the aquarium and I saw the
cutest fish there…it reminded me of you”
“I miss you and wanna see you, but this dumb security guard won’t
let me in the zoo. Is there any way you can escape?
“I just made you open your phone for no reason…looks like I got you
in check =]”
“Girls are gross… “
“SURPRISE!”

Build Comfort
Building comfort and rapport makes her trust you, this is an important
part of the interaction because it means she will be willing to meet and
potentially have sex with you.
You could say something like “Something about u seems to always
make me smile”.
A girl may feel uncomfortable getting sexual with you through text –
especially if she doesn’t know you very well. She’s going to be less
inclined to open up sexually if she’s worried you might judge her, or
blab to your friends about the intimate things she said that were meant
only for you.

To show her it’s okay to open up, you want to be accepting of anything
she says once the conversation turns sexual. If she’s sexually insecure,
accept that part of her. If she’s into wild, freaky stuff you never would
have thought of, accept that, too. You don’t necessarily have to like or
agree with her fantasies but you can still welcome them, validate them,
and allow space for her to have those thoughts and feelings without
judgement.
Another way to help a woman feel comfortable opening up sexually is
for you to open up and share your own sexual interests or fantasies
first.
By taking the first step you show it’s safe for her to follow you down
this road. It can also get her to feel as if it’s “her turn” to share her own
thoughts and feelings around sex, and compel her to open up to you.

Build Sexual Tension
After some back and forth banter, you’ll want to start building sexual
tension so she begins thinking about having sex with you. So you could
say “I don’t know who your boyfriend is…but he’s not spanking you
enough!”.

Using dirty texts can be very effective and here’s why I think dirty text
messages are so cool and appeal to the lazier men:


Women get turned on by words – Women are serial fantasists,
which mean that get massively aroused by words and imagining
sexual scenarios. This can give you tremendous power.



It’s private – Your phone is private to you, so none is going to read
those texts unless you want them to. This allows her to be very
sexual and naughty without her friends finding out and calling her a
slut.



Low pressure – There aren’t any cock-blocks, social pressures or
uncomfortable silences which means that she will be open to say
things much faster than she would in person, without the same
thought process of a high pressure situation.



You set the tone and pace – It’s up to you how fast or slow you
want to build things up sexually with a text and no matter how long
you leave it before you reply, you will always start from that point.
Meaning you won’t have to start the whole sexual build up all over
again.

So now you know why a dirty text can be effective, let’s move onto the
actual dirty texts to send girls to get them all hot and bothered.
3 Dirty Texts Examples That Will Get Her Turned On Fast
I’ve put these examples into 3 types. From mild to aggressive, all of
them work so it’s up to you to try them out and see which works best
for you. You can also mix them up with different girls based on how
sexual they are too.








Naughty But Nice (Flirty Banter, Always A Sexual Undertone)
Her: Hey you, how’s your day going?
You: Well hello my cheeky little fuzzy chicken… a little boring if I’m
honest. Need some excitement today
Her: What kind of excitement?
You: Dunno, like a submissive maid who does everything I ask…
Her: Shall I get the outfit out of my closet for you?






You: Yes… and make sure you pick up my dry cleaning on the way…
otherwise daddy will be angry.
Her: Is it bad that I like it when daddy is angry?
You: Yes. And for that I’m going to have to put you over my knee
you naughty girl.

Blah blah, you get the picture. She basically loves the tease, because it’s
naughty… you’re leading the texts and she’s being submissive.











The Hunter (No Fluff, Just Straight To The Point)
You: So it’s Thursday evening… work almost done and I’ve got an
overwhelming erection, what is a man to do?
Her: Get some ice
You: Now now missy, that’s naughty. You weren’t given lips like that
for nothing… get the high heels, some red lipstick and get to my
place sharpish
Her: And if I don’t?
You: I will find you… kidnap you… blind fold you, tie you to my bed
and have my way with you… even when you can’t take it anymore.
Her: See you at 10…

The Fantasist (Building Up A Sexual Story In Her Mind That Will Keep
Her Horny All Day Long)
 You: Just been to see Batman… What a badass
 Her: Oh yeah?
 You: Yep, that deep voice, crazy ninja moves and rock hard six
pack… ooooo
 Her: You got the hots for Batman?
 You: Are you telling me that if Batman grabbed you, took you back
to his lair, whispered dirty words in that deep gravely voice and
dominated you… you wouldn’t like it?
 Her: Mmmm… ok I’m in






You: Damn. it’s 11pm, where the hell can I get a bat suit at this
hour…
Her: Forget the bat suit, just bring the gravely voice!
You: On my way miss…

3 Simple Sexting Tips For Guys
Here are some helpful sexting tips that will keep you on track and not
feel like you’re stuck after the first bump.
Don’t Jump The Gun
Let’s get something straight here, women like guys who are sure of
themselves and their actions. So you need to be that guy when texting,
however this doesn’t mean that you want to be too brash with your
words.
For example, you don’t want to say something like:
“Nice meeting you yesterday, can’t wait to f**k your brains out this
week”
This isn’t going to work on any girl, there’s no sizzle or flirting, it’s just
too direct and she will think that you think she’s a slut. Game over.
A better example would be:
“Nice meeting you last night… can’t stop thinking about that sexy little
bum… Not getting any work done today, you’re a bad influence young
lady! ”

If You Offend Her, Just Move On
There will be a point during your dirty texting session that you may
offend her, this is totally fine as you need to see where the line is with
each girl. But what you don’t want to do is apologise like a needy little
bitch.
You need to give an underhanded apology, like this…
Her: “Erm… ok that was a little rude”
You: “Ooo I didn’t hurt your feelings did I? Ok you get one spank and
that’s it… ok two, but that’s my final offer.”
Set A Sexual Frame Early On
Most guys are too afraid to turn on the sexual vibe with text messages
in case they screw it up. My advice is, don’t worry about screwing it
up… if you did a decent job when you met her, then a text message
won’t ruin the attraction unless you’re a total tard.
Switch on the naughty stuff and keep dialing it up from the very first
text.
Always try and turn things into a sexual innuendo, it’s much more
exciting than a boring “how’s your day going” text.
These are great jokes to texts girls as they show women you are
comfortable around the topic of sex which allows her to be comfortable
with it, too.
This may take some practice, but know that the more you use sexual
innuendos, the easier it becomes to spot them. Certain words and
phrases tend to lend themselves to sexual innuendo quite easily.

Don’t Text Too Much
If you are the man that’s going to text too much, you will be screwed
when all is said and done. When you are the man that is trying too
hard, which means texting too much, you are going to show this girl
you want that you don’t have the confidence to grab her and hang on.
End of the story.
Capture Her Undivided Attention
Hot girls always have more than one man hunting them down so you’ve
got to stay cool and act fast. She’s likely already texting with a few so
you need to take action to get yourself noticed.
When you are communicating by text, your best move is to text first
about some of the things you talked about in your face to face
conversation. If you haven’t met face to face, then you just need to
keep it simple and positive.
Use open ended texts/questions (I talked about this in how to escape
the friend zone) so she has the open door to keep the text messages
flowing.
When you know something personal about her, you are one step ahead
of the rest. People like to feel special and when you pay attention to
and are interested in the details, that will flatter her.
Try not to text her about the weather or what’s in the news. Talk about
things you know are important to her and you’re on the right path.

Short And Sweet Wins The Race
Gone are the days of longwinded love letters. We live in a fast paced
world and this means the shorter, the better when it comes to
communication. Just think of all the short from slang we use instead of
full sentences!
When you are texting with a girl, make sure your texts are short and
sweet and straight to the point. You want to make her curious but leave
the door open for her imagination to take over. You want her to come
back with a text for further clarification or more information.
Do you see where I’m going with this?
Another great tactic to use is mirroring. If she shoots you a four letter
text, you should reply with four letters. Also be sure to use clean
grammar so it looks like you actually did go to school.
Don’t Forget Your Main Focus
Never lose sight of your main goal, which of course is to seduce her.
Sure, it’s sweet to have nice conversations but that will get old fast.
What you want to do is seduce this girl via text and then ask to take her
out. Look to set the stage to hook up asap and the ball will be in your
court quickly.
Make sure you never send closed text messages. Always leave her room
to reply or ask her a question with each text. You want to keep the
communication flowing.

Trigger Laughter
When you learn how to make her laugh via text, you’ve just struck gold.
When she’s laughing, her guard is down and the door is open for you to
slip in.
Girls like to be teased because it shows a guy has interest. You are
looking to bridge the gap between personal and lightly intimate.
Many men will do whatever the girl wants. They are desperate. By
teasing the girl instead you separate yourself from the crowd and show
that you are a man of value. Girls love that.
Here are some examples from Nick Notas how to tease a girl:
Tell her you wouldn’t get along: “I can’t believe you like Twilight, we
can’t be friends anymore.”
Accuse her of hitting on you: “Are you hitting on me?”
Disagree with something she said: “No way, lame!”
The Golden Rule
As a real man you must make sure not to look desperate. Therefore you
should never overtext:

“As a general rule, whoever is putting the most effort into the
communication is the one doing the chasing. So if you want to have any
shot of getting a girl to chase you, then you must not over-text. Instead,
look to keep the text ratio close to 1:1 and text the girl about as
frequently as she texts you.” The Art of Charm –

Women love it when a man flirts with them in a mischievous manner.
You can start a bit of seduction with flirting and progress from there,
following her lead.
Brush a tad over sexual or naughty conversation, but don’t overdo it or
you’ll be in the doghouse.
Use emoticons to personalize your texts so she feels special. When you
show her you are willing to make each text special for her, you are
winning in the seduction department.
Timing Is Important
Figuring out when and how much to text, isn’t so easy. Should you text
her before bed or first thing in the morning? Is there an inappropriate
time to text?
Tip: Don’t do good morning texts
Keep an open mind with this but do pay attention to how long it takes
for her to reply to your messages. The sooner, the better but just
because she hasn’t replied in an hour doesn’t mean she isn’t interested.
She could be at work, having a nap or taking a bath!
Do NOT shoot a text after text when she isn’t replying. Try one for one
and be patient for her to reply. The last thing a girl wants is a guy
sending her 20 text messages when she hasn’t replied to the first one
yet.
In general, it’s best to text a girl in the evening because during the day
she’s usually busy with work etc…makes sense?

Set Up A Date
You have managed to start texting girls with simple openers, build
comfort and trust with the girl and engaged a bit in sexting to turn a girl
on over text. Now it is time to close the deal. Here is how to do it.
When you went through the steps thoroughly it is easy to text a girl into
your bed. She reacted well to your opening, she got the impression that
you care about her without being desperate, she knows that the game
is on by engaging in sexting and now all it needs is to go for the close.
Here is what a lot of guys do wrong when texting girls and asking for
a date:

Do not ask the girl for a date. Tell her to have one with you instead.
By texting a girl something like “Hey, want to meet up on Friday?” you
are using a question that can be answered by yes and no. You therefore
push the responsibility of whether or not the two of you should have a
date on her.
As a real man it is your task to take that decision. It does not mean that
you don’t give the girl the opportunity to decide whether or not she
wants to meet with you. She can say no whenever she wants but it has
to be YOU who takes the decision and says that now is the time that
you should have a date.
This is how to text girls to meet up (after you went through all stages
above):

You: What are your plans for this weekend?
Girl:

Nothing planned yet. What about you?

You: Good, because you will then come over to my place where we
can have some drinks and dinner and maybe go to join a party
afterwards.

Note: You meet at your place instead of a bar because that’s where
your bed is where you are aiming to end up with her. Her place would
work as well though
You: What works better for you? Friday or Saturday?

Note: Instead of asking her a yes/no question you are using an
either/or question. This way the girl has not to decide whether or not
she should be dating you but will think instead if its going to be on
Friday or Saturday
Girl:

Friday

You: Ok, so be here on Friday at 7pm. My address is …

Keep in mind that this will most likely not work if you ask her out
without building trust before. You need to go through all steps of the
process. While with some girls this might go faster that with others, you
always have to open the conversation, build a bit of trust and warm her

up, show her what you are looking for through sexting and then close
the deal.
When She Doesn’t Text Back
There can be many reasons why a girl doesn’t text back. Here are three
approaches you can take.
1 Relax
Many times girls don’t write back because they are busy. That is why I
recommended to text girls in the evening when they are free.
When a girl doesn’t text back it is often enough to just wait a few hours.
Do not send the same message again. This would make you look too
eager and needy.

2 Have more girls in your pipeline
By the way, if you frequently freak out when a girl doesn’t text back you
should get more girls in your conversion pipeline.
If you are just texting one girl at a time, chances are high that you
become way to eager to get her.
In these situations it becomes even harder when a girl doesn’t text
back. Therefore you should get out and meet more girls that you can
text whenever one girl doesn’t text back.

3 Follow up with teasing messages
As a real man you want to communicate that you are the one to be
chased. When a girl doesn’t text back you should not follow up with
messages like “hey, did you get my text” or “why are you not writing
back”. Tease her instead.

Here is a funny example to use when a girl doesn’t text back:

“Oh boy! You know how to play hard to get! We have not started
dating yet and yet we are moving too fast!”
Conclusion
How to text girls is not always easy. But if you follow the steps outlined
above you will be ahead of other guys on how to text girls into your
bed. You need to open the conversation with a simple text, reduce her
nervousness by building trust and talking about topics she likes.
Thereby you show interest in her without coming over too desperate.
Finally you can turn her on over text by using a bit of sexting and finally
set up a date at your place.
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If you have read this book and you really need some
help integrating these concepts, or need some help to
turn things around in your relationship fast or business, I also do
one-on-one phone and Skype coaching on a first come
first serve basis, as my schedule permits. You will find
the information on how to reach me through phone and Skype coaching
on my
website at www.jonathanmelody.com/products. I
am happy to help you, and help any others to find the
power in their lives that I have found in mine. I salute
you for having the courage to take your power back,
and become the person you were meant to be.

